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The ability of low clouds to cool the Earth provided hope
They could get us out of a net climate warming…..

CERES annual-mean, 
2014 I think



How do we expect clouds to evolve with a warming climate?

•  warming SSTs reduce LTS* -> reducing cloud cover
• BUT: the troposphere warms more than the surface
• increasing LTS -> increasing low cloud cover

fig. From Ben Santer

*LTS=lower tropospheric stability



Inversion strength
parameterization

As of Feb 2003 the experts did not agree

more physically-based
parameterizations of convection

NCAR

GFDL



A comparison to 
simulations in which the 

SST is perfect still 
indicates the low cloud 

amount is too low in 
climate models -the 

problem is clearly with 
the atmospheric 

component of the 
models

Zuidema et al., 2016, bams, fig. by Brian Medeiros

The model cloud radiative effect, 
compared to CERES satellite 

observations, indicate sunlight reaching 
the surface in EBUS areas is ~40 W/m^2 

too high in models -> indicating far too little 
low cloud 



This led to a renewed - and continuing - focus on 
understanding low cloud processes

Some of which are very difficult to parameterize (well)



boundary layer thermodynamic structure varies from
well-mixed,

 

to cumulus-coupled

shallower BL
strong narrow downdrafts

broader updrafts
more ‘top-down’

deeper BL
stronger updrafts

broader downdrafts
more ‘bottom-up’



subtle conditional instability in cumulus-coupled boundary layers
 (d(theta_e)/dz>0)



surface precip of 1 mm/day = cloud layer warming of 30 W m-2

Figure from 
Tristan L’Ecuyer

(<	0.5	mm	h-1)	



Wood, 2012



Wood, 2012



2017



disparate studies conclude
 a positive cloud feedback:

climate warming =>
less low clouds

2017



Overall less low 
cloud
BUT

more low cloud 
over the coldest

SST near the coast

but what about in the EBUS regions?



Falvey and Garreaud, 2009: “Regional cooling in a warming world: temperature trends along 
the coast of Chile, 1979-2006”  JGR

Subtropical anticyclones expected to intensify with climate 
change



Should get more low clouds



0.9C/100 yr warming in
surface air temperature

1cm/100 yr decrease in 
precipitation

Thinning stratocumulus?

St. Helena Index



2012, jclim



also an intensified subtropical anticyclone, displaced poleward

Shows decrease in
Coastal clouds.

Contradicts 
Surface observers.



Coastal 
jets



Do coastal SST biases really advect offshore, dissipating
cloud erroneously?





High- and low-resolution model
 SST errorsclim. dyn

coastal cooling= too much upwelling

atmospheric energy budget 
mattered little

atmospheric model errors offshore
confined coastal region
more closely with time



Zuidema et al., 2016, bams, f

Climate models with ‘perfect’ atmospheric forcing still produce SST 
biases, most pronounced in the upwelling regions



take-aways

• Free troposphere will warm more than the surface in response 
to CO2 increases

• Overall, marine low cloud cover anticipated to decrease (SST 
increase dominates; sets up a positive feedback encouraging)

• in regions with the coldest SSTs (e.g. near coasts) low clouds 
may increase in response to the increase in the static stability

• how well are large-scale cloudiness changes reflected in
the EBUS regions? Likely not well!


